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PREFACE
The material for this bibliography has been obtained from
the library of the University of Illinois, and the Champaign
public library, and has all been personally examined. The aim
has been to include a reference to every article of any value
whatever, which may be found in these two libraries,
The arrangement has been made under the following subject
headings; description, flora and forma, geysers and hot springs,
geology, government, and laws. Under each of these headings,
the references are arranged alphabetically by author, with the
exception of the subject, government, where the chronological
order has been followed.
As a rule brief annotations have been made for each article,
in order to explain more clearly the style and contents of the
article. However, when the title is very fall, and indicates
the contents, annotations have been omitted.
The form of reference to periodicals and books of more
than one volume, is that used in Poole's index to periodical
li^eratare, volume and page numbers being separated by a colon;
e.g. 5; 127-146 means volume 5, pages 127 to 146 inclusive.
A star preceding an article indicates that it is illustrated
C indicates that the reference ia in the Champaign public library
and not in the library of the University of Illinois.
The only abbreviations are those in common use, which will
be understood by all, with the exception of the abbreviations
for the public document material, a list of which is given at
the end of this preface.

The date used in entries of Congressional documents, is
the date when the article was ordered printed. U.S. followed
by a number, as U.S. 3026, is called the serial number, and is
used as the call number for the volume upon which it is placed.
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CONGRESSIONAL DOCUMENTS.
Abbreviations
.
Con^
.
Congress
.
H. House bill.
H.doc
.
House document.
H . ex. doc House executive document.
H .mis .doc House miscellaneous document.
H.R. House resolution,
H.rp. House report
.
S • Senate bill.
S.doc. Senate document.
S . e x .doc . Senate executive document.
S.mis.doc Senate miscellaneous document
S.R. Senate resolution.
S . rp Senate report.
Sess Session.
V. Volume
.
For a brief hi
and House journals;
Congressional Globe
story of any bill or resolution,
for discussion and debates, see
and Congressional Record.
see
the
Senate
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PRITTCIPAL BIBLIOGRAPHIC AIDS CONSULTED
A. L. A. Index tc general literature. 1901.
Annual literary index. 12v. 1892-1903.
Bulletin of bibliography. Apr. 1897 - Jan. 1904.
Cumulative index to periodicals. 1890 - July 1903.
Hasse, Adelaide R. Reports of explorations printed in the
documents of the U. S. government. 1899.
Illinois university - Library. Card catalog.
Nachtmann, Mrs Alice Newman. Index to subject bibliograph-
ies in library bulletins to Dec. 31, 1897.
Peabody institute. Printed catalog.
Poole, W:F; & Fletcher, W: I. Index to periodical lit-
erature. 1882.
Poore, Benjamin Perley. Descriptive catalog of government pub
lications. 1774-1881.
Reader's guide to periodical literature. Jan. 1900- Apr. 1904
Review of reviews index. 6v. 1897-1902.
U. 3. - - Documents office. Comprehensive index. 1893-1901.
„ Consolidated index. 1895-1903.
,
Monthly catalog. 1895- Feb. 1904.
Tables and index. 1902.
U. 3. — Geological survey. Catalog and index. 1880-1901.
U. S. -- Interior, Dept of. Comprehensive index. 1889-93.
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LI3T OF PERIODICALS ANALYZED
American journal of science
American naturalist
Atlantic monthly
Century
Harper's monthly magazine
Harper's weekly
Journal of geology
Lippincott's magazine
Literary world
Magazine of American history
Magazine of western history
Nation
Nature
Nineteenth century
Outlook
Overland monthly
Popular science monthly
3c ience
Scientific American
Scientific American supplement
Scribner's magazine
Scribner's monthly
^orld's work

LIST OF BOOKS ANALYZED
American geographical society.
Journal. N.Y. 1352-1900. Amer. geog. soc.
Encyclopaedia Britannica. Phil. 1875-89. Stoddart.
Gannett, Henry.
United States. Lond. 1898. Stanford.
Johnson's universal cyclopaedia. N.Y. 1896. Johnson.
Ludlow, William.
Report of a reconnaissance fromCarroll. Montana territory,
on the upper Missouri, to the Yellowstone National Park & return,
made in the summer of 1875. ^ash. 1876.
Muir, John.
Our national parks. Bost. 1902. Century.
National educational association.
Journal of proceedings & addresses. Various places.
1858-190 3.
Reclus, Jean Jacques Elisee.
Universal geography. Lond. n.d. Virtue.
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Smithsonian institution.
Annual report. Wash. 1846-1903.
Stoddard, John L.
Lectures. Bost. 1903. Balch.
Stoddart's encyclopaedia Americana. II. Y. 1383-S9. Stoddart
U. 3. -- Geological survey.
Annual report. Wash. 1880-1903.
Bulletin. TTTash. 1889-1903.
Monograph. v. 32. Wash. 1899.
U.S. -- Geological & geographical survey of the territories
Annual report. Wash. 187 3-83.
Bulletin. Wash. 1876-32.
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YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK
DESCRIPTION
Baker, Ray Stannard.
(A) place of marvels. (see Century, Aug. 1903,
66:481-91.
)
An account of the Yellowstone National Park as it now
is under government supervision.
Barlow, J. ,,r . & Heap, D. P.
Report of the reconnaissance of the Yellowstone river in
1871. Apr. 18, 1872. 43p. lmap. (Cong. 42. Sess.2. S. ex.
doc. v.2. no. 66. U.S. 1475.)
This reconnoissance was made during the months of July
and August in 1871, for the purpose of examining the
sources of the Yellowstone, Missouri, and Snake rivers,
and the valley of the Yellowstone lake. The report is in
the form of a journal, and is very complete and most inter-
esting.
. M
.
Yellowstone National Park. (see Stoddart's Encyclo-
pedia Americana 1889. 4:792-95.
)
A very excellent popular descriptive article on
the park.
Comstock, Theodore B.
(The) Yellowstone National Park; its scientific value.
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( see American naturalist, Feb. 1884, 8 : 65-79.
)
The author, having been deeply impressed by the great
phenomena of the park, enumerates them briefly, and offers
some suggestions based upon his experience in the Yellow-
stone country, tending to show some of the benefits to
sciencewhich will result, if proper care is exercised
in protecting this grant of land.
Doane , Gustavus C.
Report upon the so-called Yellowstone expedition cf 1870.
Mar. 3, 1871. 40p. (Cong. 41. Sess.5. S. ex. doc. v.l. no. 51.
U.S. 1440.)
Each event is arranged under the day on which it
took plaoe, in the form of a journal.
Everts, Truman C.
Thirty seven days of peril. (see Scribner's monthly,
Nov. 1871, 3:1-7.)
Most thrilling experiences, told by a man who wandered
about Yellowstone Park for thirty seven days completely
alone and lost, having been separated from the party with
whom he was traveling.
Finck, Henry T.
(A) week in Yellowstone Park. (see Nation, 1 Sept.
1887, 45:156-69.)
A most interesting and popular article, written by a
man who made the trip through the park on horseback.
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Finck, Henry T.
Yellowstone Park as a summer resort. (see Nation,
27 Sept. 1900, 71:248-50.)
The article mentions the best railroads leading to
the park, and states clearly the points of interest covered by
each. The ways of traveling through the park, either by stage
lines, private camping parties, or by the Wylie camps are also
explained, together with the points of interest which should be
visited by the traveler.
Frankland , Edward
.
(A) great winter sanitarium for the American Continent,
(see Popular science monthly, July, 1885, 27: 289-95.)
The conditions existing at the great winter sanitarium,
for tubercular patients, in the valley of Davos in Switzerland
are described from a scientific point of view, and compared
with the Yellowstone Park, in order to make clear the possibility
of a similar beneficient winter climate for invalids in America.
Gannet t .Henry
.
Geographical field work of the Yellowstone Park division.
(see U.S.- Geological and geographical survey of the territories.
Annual report, . 1878. 12: 455-90.)
This article includes an account of the surveys
carried on, with the results obtained; a list of mountains
in the park, with latitude, longitude, and elevation of
each; a history of former explorations in this region; a
description of the Yellowstone National Park, and numerous
colored maps.
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Gannett, Henry.
Report on astronomy and. hypsometry. (see U.S. - Geo-
logical and geographical survey of the Territories. Annual
report, 1872. 6:795- 807)
Gives elevat ons of peaks, divides, lakes, and timber
line in the park ; also distances and tables of routes,
with meteorologi il observations.
Teton and southern part of Yellowstone Park reserve,
(see U.3.- Geographical survey. Annual report, 1897-98.
19: 54-56, 213-10.)
The topography, forests, and settlement of this
section of the reserve are described.
Yellowstone National Park. (see Encyclopaedia
Britannica, Ed. 9, 1889. 24: 773- 75. 1 map.)
A popular article dealing with all points of interest
in connection with the Yellowstone Park.
Yellowstone Park. (see Stanford's compendium of
geography and travel. North America, 1883. 2: 40-52. 1 map.)
This article includes a brief history of the park,
together with a description of the geysers, hot springs,
fails, and grand canon of the Yellowstone.

Gibbon, John.
(The) wonders of the Yellowstone. (see American
geographical society. Joufinal, 15 April, 1874.
5: 112- 37.
)
A popular article in the form of a letter, In which
the author attempts to lead his readers on an exploring
tour through the Yellowstone vallejr.
(A) Gigantic "pleasuring ground." The Yellowstone National
Park of the United States. (see Nature, 12 Sept. 1872,
6: 397- 401; 26 Sept. 1872, 6: 437-39.)
A description of the park, taken apparently from
Hayden't? report from 1871, and including 8' illustrations
from that report.
Hague, Arnold.
veilowstone National Park. (see Johnson's Universal
Cyclopedia, 1896. 8: 360-70.)
An article descriptive of the park, the information
being grouped under the following heads- flora and faure,
Yellowstone lake and canon, geysers and hot springs,
geyser basins, and government.
*
(^he) Yellowstone National Park. (see Scribner,
May, 1903, 35:513-27.)
A most excellent account of the park, giving a brief
historical sketch, and a clear description and explanation
of the wonders to be found within this vast reserve. A
notable feature of the article is the beautiful illus-
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trations, some of which are colored.
Hague, Arnold.
(The) Yellowstone Park as a forest reservation. (see
Nation, 5 Jan. 1866, 46:9-10.)
The economic reasons why the Yellowstone Park should
be preserved and maintained by the general government, are
most convincingly explained.
m Hayden, F. V.
(The) wonders of the West. (see Scribner's monthly,
Feb. 1872, 3:388-96.)
A. description of Yellowstone Park written by a man
who made the journey through the park long before the days
of modern conveniences and accomodations for travel.
Jaggar, T. A.
Death gulch, a natural bear-trap. (see Popular science
monthly, Feb. 1899, 54:473-81.)
The description of a ravine in the Yellowstone Park,
where at times gas seems to accumulate to a depth of 2 or 3
feet. The writer of the article made personal investiga-
tions and found as many as 8 carcasses of bears in various
stages of decay, all of which met death because of gas
fumes
.
ing, Frank B.
(C) Driving and fishing in Yellowstone Park. (see Overland
monthly, June, 1897, 29:594-603.)
An article telling of the excellent fishing enjoyed in
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_
the Firehole river, and also of the geysers, canons, springs
falls, etc., of the Yellowstone Park.
Koch, P.
(C) Discovery of the Yellowstone national Park. A chapter of
early explorations in the Rocky mountains. (see Magazine of
American history, June, 1884, 11:497-512.
)
A most interesting history of the discovery cf the
Yellowstone Park from the very first visits made by trap-
pers, and traders, down to the time of the writing of the
article
.
* Langford, N. P.
(The) ascent of Mount Kayden. (see Scribner's monthly,
June, 1873, 6:129-57.)
The author was a member of the U. S. Geological survey
party led by Pr. Hayden in 1872. All sorts of exciting
experiences and hair breadth escapes are related.
*
(The) wonders of the Yellowstone. (see Scribner's
monthly, May, 1871, 2:1-17; June, 1871, 2:113-28.)
Two descriptive articles written by one cf a party of
nineteen who explored the Yellowstone Park in the early days
when trappers and Indians were the only people who had
enjoyed its wonders.
^Lindsev, Elmer.
(A) winter trip through the Yellowstone Park. (see
Harper's weekly, 29 Jan. 1898, 42:106-10.
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The author of this article was a member of a party
sent out by the government to learn what they could about
the mountain pirates who make a scanty living by hunting,
trapping, and fishing in Yellowstone Park during the winter
months. They were also instructed to visit the winter
stations placed there by the government for the protection
of the game in the vast forest. The experiences and hard-
ships undergone during the journey are most vividly related.
Linton, Edwin.
Overhead sounds in the vicinity of Yellowstone lake.
(see Science, 3 Nov. 1893, 22:244-46.)
The author describes the mysterious aerial sound which
has been heard so often in the vicinity of Yellowstone
lake and attempts several explanations of its cause.
Ludlow, William.
General report of a reconnaissance from Carroll, Montana,
to Yellowstone National Park. (see his Report of reconnais-
from Carroll, Montana Territory, on the upper Missouri, to the
Yellov/stone National Park, and return, made in the summer of
1875. wash . 1876, p. 9-37. 2 maps .
)
A general statement of the work of the party under
Captain Ludlow's supervision, arranged as a journal.
Marshall, William I.
An evening in wonderland. (see National Educational
Association — Addresses and proceedings, 1881. 20:132-43.)
An address delivered before the National Educational
Association, giving concisely the history of the Yellow-
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stcne Park, its chief wonders, and the principal railroads
leading to the park.
Mitchell, S. Wier.
(C) Through Yellowstone Park to Fort Custer. (see Lippin-
cott's magazine, June, 1680, 25: 688-704; July, 1880,
25:20-41.
)
Two interesting articles describing the experiences of
the author during his journey of 600 miles on horseback,
400 miles by ambulance, and 67 5 miles by boat.
Muir, John.
(The) Yellowstone National Park. (see Atlantic,
April, 1898, 81:509-22.)
An excellent description of Yellowstone Park, written
by a man who is authority on the subject of national parks.
The Yellowstone National Park. see his Our national
parks, 1902. p. 37-75.
A popular article giving a brief history of the park,
together with a vivid description of the features of inter-
est to be found therein.
^Reclus, Jean Jacques Elise'e.
(The) Yellowstone Park. see his Universal geography,
n.d. 16:353-59.
A descriptive article, in which the main interesting
features of the park are described.
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^Rollins, Alice Wellington.
(The) three Tetons. (see Harper, May, 1887,
74:869-90. )
A description of the park very clearly brought out
by the conversation of three people, who, contrary to A plans
are spending the summer vacation in Yellowstone Park in-
stead of making their customary trip to Europe. Their
surprise and delight at the wonders of their own country,
of which they were ignorant before, is very amusing.
'Sedgwick, Henry D. jr.
On horseback through the Yellowstone. (see World's
work, June, 1903, 6:3569-76.)
A description of an 11 days' journey made on horseback
through the Yellowstone Park.
Sessions, Francis C.
(C) (The) Yellowstone Park. (see Magazine of Western his-
tory, Sept. 1887, 6:433-45.)
A descriptive article full of interesting statements
relating to the park.
^Stoddard, John I.
Yellowstone national Park. see his Lectures, 1903.
10:209-304.
A beautifully illustrated article, written in the
author's usual interesting style, describing almost every
conceivable point of interest in connection with the park.
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Tissiender, A.
Yellowstone Park. (see Scientific American supplement,
19 June, 1886, 21:8711-12. )
A popular article describing a visit to the Yellowstone
Park.
U. S. - Interior, Dep't of.
Letter from the Secretary, transmitting, in response to
resolution, report from the director of the Geological survey,
giving detailed information touching the region south of and
adjoining the Yellowstone National Park, and also excerpts from
the report of the Secretary of the Interior for 1898. Dec. 20,
1898. 92 p. 2 maps. (Cong. 55. Sess.3. S. doc. v. 4.
no. 39. U.S. 3728. )
Pages 39-90 contain in full the report of the acting
superintendent of the Yellowstone Park, from Nov, 10, 1897-
Sept. 30, 1898.
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U. S. - Yellowstone "ational Park.
Annual report of the superintendent, 1872-1901. (No re-
port issued for 1873-76, 79, 34.
)
1872. Cong. 42. 3ess .3. S. ex. doc
.
No .35. P .1-9. IT. 3. 1545
1677. 45. tt 9~j • II. ex . doc v. 8. it 1, pt
.
5. p. 837-45. U.S. 1800
1876. ft 45. ti 3. it v.9. tt tt p. 9^9-96. U.S. 1650
1880. ft 46. tt 3. tt v.10 it it p • O / o-631
.
U.S. 1960
1881. tit 47
.
n 1. u v.10 ti it p. 7 49-819 U. 3.2018
1682.
M
IT 47 tt 2. ft v.li tt it p. 99o- i r\ r> oXUU • U.S. 2100
1883. n 48. rr 1. ti v.ll tt TT p . .to / — U.S. 2191
1885
.
It 19. tt 1. tt v.12 it It p • C$7 o — U.S. 2379
1886. If 49 tt 2. tt v.9 it It p . Xw / X — OX . U.S. 2468
1887. tt e r\OV . tt 1. tt v. 11 tt IT U.S. 2542
1888. n 50 tt 2. tt v.12 tt It n A P q _ U.S. 2638
1889. N jl
.
tt 1. tt v.13 tt If P I 9Qtr . X ej y - 1 A 1 U.S. 2726
1890. tt 51 tt o'•j . it v.13 tt tt p • ool- O / X . U.S. 2842
1891. tt tr q•J » • tt 1. TT
/
v . lc tt If p . ooy
—
U.S. 2935
1892. tt 52 tt 2. tt v.14 tt TT p. 645- 660
.
U.S. 3089
1893. tt 53. n 2. If v.15 tt tt p.613- 530. U.S. 3211
1894. H 53. tt 3. Tt v. 16 tt it p.651- 672. U.S. 3307
1895. tt 54. tt 1. K. doc
.
v.16 IT 5 " p.841- 642. U.S. 3383
1896. It 54. » 2. IT v.14 It tt p.715- 734. U. S. 3490
1897. It 55 tt 2. IT v.14 It it p.175- 806. U.S. 3642
1898. tt 55. tt 3. TI v.16 It tt P. 959-1015. U.S. 3758
1899. tt 56 • tt 1. tt v.20 tt ii p.483- 500. U. S. 3917
1900. It 56 tt 2. If v.29 It tt p. 519- 537. U.S. 4103
1901. II 57. it 1. TT v.25 If TT p.531- 549. U.S. 4292
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The above reports are occupied mainly w: th the im-
provements in the park, leases, protection and government,
hotels, transportation, fishing, forest fires, poaching,
geysers etc.,with recommendations for additional improve-
ments in the Yellowstone National Park.
Maps accompany the reports for 1880, 1881, 1897,
1899, 1900, and 1901.
irTaicott, Charles D.
Report of the region south of and adjoining the Yellowstone
National Park, with especial reference to the preservation and
protection of the forests and game therein. (sec U.S. -Geo-
logical survey. Annuai report, 1898-99. 20*:b8-60.)
The author urges that the region south of the Yellow-
stone National Park be either annexed to the park or con-
stituted as a separate park, to be known as the Teton
National Park. He considers that this is necessary, in
order to secure natural fire limits, and to provide a win-
ter range for the elk, antelcpe and deer which have their
summer range in the Yellowstone National Park.
"'arner, Charles Dudley.
Yellowstone National Park. (see Harper, Jan. 1897,
94:320-25.
)
A very good and readable article , written in the authors
most pleasing style, setting forth his impressions and ex-
periences when he visited the park.

Willson, Seelye A.
(C) (The) Yellowstone expedition of 1863: A chapter of Montana
history. (see Magazine of western history, Feb. 1891,
13:446-53.
)
Quotations from the journal of Capt. Smith of the ex-
pedition, in which he describes the adventures which are
undergone with the Indians.
Yellowstone Park. (see Literary world, 28 July, 1883,
14:237-38.
)
Although this article is a review of H. T. Winsor's
"Manual for tourists" in the Yellowstone National Park,
still it is a good, concise statement of the interesting
features in connection with the park.
(The) Yellowstone Park. (see Nation, 12 Mar. 189
,
62:219-20. )
A review of H. M. Chittenden's book entitled "The Yel-
lowstone Park: Historical and descriptive." The review
is very full and gives one a. clear idea of the principal
contents of the book itself.

FLORA AND FAUNA
FAUNA
f
Forbes, 3. A.
(A) preliminary report on the aquatic invertebrate fauna
of the Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming, and the Flathead re-
gion of Montana. (see U. S. - Fish commission. Bulletin,
v.ll, p. 207-58. Cong. 52. Sess.2. K.mis.doc. v. 20. no. 112.
U.S. 3129. )
A description of the author's investigations in 1890
and 1891, which were carried on in order to gain a full
knowledge of the variety and abundance of the lower animal
life in the waters destitute of fish, to determine upon
what, if introduced, the fish must chiefly depend for
food.
Grinnell, George Bird.
Zoological report of the Yellowstone National Park,
(see Ludlow, William. Report of a reconnaissance from Carroll,
Montana ... to the Yellowstone National Park ... 1875. p. 63-92.)
A li3t of 40 mammals and birds observed in the region
traversed by Capt. Ludlow's party during the summer of 1875.
Jordan, David Starr.
A reconnaissance of the streams and lakes of the Yellowstone
National Park. (see U. S. - Fish commission. Bulletin.
1889. v.9, p. 41-53. Cong. 51. 3ess.2. H. mis. doc. v. 13.
no . 131. U.S. 2681. )
This article is the result of investigations made in
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1889 in order to ascertain precisely which of the waters
of the Yellowstone Park are destitute of fish, and what is
the cause of the barrenness.
Leidy, Joseph.
Notice of some worms collected during Prof. Hayden's ex-
pedition to the Yellowstone river in the summer of 1871.
(see U. 3. - Geological and geographical survey of the terri-
tories. Annual report, 1871. 5:381-82.)
A study of the worms which are found in the trout,
caught in the ?faters of the Yellowstone Park.
Merriman, C. H.
List of birds in the Fire Hole basin in the Yellowstone
national Park. (see >J. 3. - Geological and geographical
survey of the territories. Annual report, 1872.
5:712-13.
)
A short list of 33 birds.
FLORA
Coulter, J. M.
Report on the botany cf the Fire Hole basin. (see
U. 3. - Geological and geographical survey of the territories.
Annual report, 1872. 6:747-92.)
Describes the flora of this region and includes three
tables comparing the flora of the western slope of the
O O
Rocky mountains, between the latitudes 43 and 45, with
that of the eastern slope.
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Porter, Thomas C.
Catalogue of plants in the Yellowstone National Park.
(see U. S. - Geological and geographical survey of the terri-
tories. Annual report, 1871. 5:477-98.)
The names in the catalogue are for the plants collect-
ed during the expedition of F. V. Hayden in the summer of
1871.
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GEOLOGY
Dana, Edward S.
(The) association of quartz and calcite in parallel position
as observed on a specimen from the Yellowstone Park. (see
American journal of science, Dec. 1876. 112:448-51.)
A most scientific description of a specimen obtained
by the writer when visiting the Yellowstone Park in con-
nection with the party of Capt . wm. Ludlow in 1875.
Dana, E. S. & Grinnell, G. B.
Geological report upon the Yellowstone National Park,
(see Ludlow, Wm. Report of a reconraissance from Carroll, Mon-
tana, to the Yellowstone National Park, 1875. p. 97-137.)
A narrative of the geological features of the Yellow-
stone National Park as observed by Capt. mm. Ludlow's party
in 1875. Numerous explanatory drawings are included, and
although the article is in a measure scientific, still it
is most readable.
Goade, John Paul.
,
(The) piracy of the Yellowstone. (see Journal of geol-
ogy, April, 1899, 7:261-71. 2 maps.)
The postglacial history of the Yellowstone lake and
canon are told in a most interesting manner.
Hague, Arnold.
( ^he ) age of igneous rocks of the Yellowstone National
Park. (see American journal of science, June, 1896.
151:445-57.
)
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Shows geological relations of the volcanic lavas to
the earlier crystalline and sedimentary rocks, as well as
to the pre-existing mountain ranges.
Geological history of the Yellcwstone national Park,
(see Smithsonian institution. Annual report, 1892.
47:133-51.
)
An address delivered before the American institute
of mining engineers at Mammoth Hot Springs, Wyoming, July
1887. The author's purpose is to prepare his audience
for a visit to the park, and therefore he gives a general
view of the region and points out something of the physical
geography and geology of the park.
& others
.
Geology of the Yellowstone National Park. (see
U.S. - Geological survey. Monograph 32, pt 2, 1899. 893p.
)
This monograph embraces chapters on the descriptive
geology of the mountains surrounding the park plateau;
elaborate investigations of the petrography of the crystal-
line rocks; reports upon the invertebrate palaontology of
the park, and the Absaroka Range; and an exhaustive study
of the fossil flora of the region. The illustrations and
maps ar-3 numerous.
^ Hayden, P. V.
Yellowstone National Park. (see U.S.- Geological and
geographical survey of the territories. Annual report,
1871. ^; 59-159. ) I
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A very full and detailed account of the investigations
and explorations carried on by the author and his
assistants during the summer of 1871.
Yellowstone National Park. (see U.S . -Geological and
geographical survey of the territories. Annual report,
1872. 6:26-95.1
A full account of ".he geological tures of the
park, as observed by the author and his party in 1872.
Holmes, W. K.
Fossil forests of the volcanic teritory formations of the
Yellowstone National Park. (see U.S. -Geological and
geographical survey of the territories. Bulletin, 1879
5:125-132.
)
A purely scientific article describing the fossil
plants found in the tertiary stratum of the park. This
stratum is remarkable, because it is so destitute of
animal remains and therefore is unlike the formations of
the age in other parts of the Rocky mountain region.
Glacial phenomena in the Yellowstone Park. (see Am-
erican naturalist, Mar. 1681, 15:203-08. 1 map.
)
An extract from the unpublished report of the Geolog-
ical survey of the territories for 1878, giving a very good
account of the glaciers and their work as they existed in
early times, together with the results brought about bythem.
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Holmes, W. H.
Notes on an extensive deposit of obsidian in the Yellowstone
National Park. (see American naturalist, April, 1879,
13:247-50.
)
The article includes a short account of the Indian
implements which were made from the obsidian.
Report on the geology of Yellowstone National Park,
(see U. S. -Geological and geographical survey of the territories
Annual report, 1378. 12 :l-52.)
A very scientific and complete report on the
geologic features of the park as seen by the author in
1878. One important locality is taken up and treated very
fully before passing to the next.
£.
Iddings, Joseph P.
(The) eruptive rocks of Electric Peak and Sepulchre
Mountain, Yellowstone National Park. (see U. 3. -Geological
survey. Annual report, 1890-91. 12*: 569-664. )
This paper is thoroughly scientific in character, and
describes the nature and occurrence of the intrusive and
extrusive rocks of Electric Peak and Sepulchre Mountain,
and traces the geological connections between them.
Obsidian cliff, Yellowstone National Park. (see U.S.-
Geologiai survey. Annual report, 1885-86. 7:249-95.)
This paper is devoted to a scientific description and

explanation of the "natural glass", as it is called, in the
Yellowstone National Park.
Jordan, David Starr.
(The) story Df a strange land. (see Popular science
monthly, Feb. 1892, 40:447-58.)
This article gives the history of the Yellowstone Park
from a geological point of view, the style, however, being
popular and intensely interesting.
Knowlton, F. H.
(The) tertiary floras of the Yellowstone National Park,
(see American journal of science, July, 1896, 152:51-58.)
The writer after a year or more of careful study of the
fossil plants of the Yellowstone, presents this paper for
the purpose of calling attention to some of the more
important geological and biological results.
Tillman, Samuel E.
Fossil plants of the Yellowstone. (see Popular science
monthly, July, 1893, 43:301-07.)
A most readable article explaining the presence of
fossil trees which are found scattered among the living
ones. These forests are not yet within ready reach of the
tourist, as they are found above the East Fork of the
Yellowstone river, opposite Soda Butte Creek.
Weed, Walter Henry.
Glaciation of the Yellowstone valley north of the park.
(see U.S. -Geological survey. Bulletin, 18 May, 1892.
no. 104, 41p. 1 map.)
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A description of what is known as the Yellowstone gla-
cier*, occupying the valley of the Yellowstone , and the Boul-
der glacier found north of the park.
Geologic and pateontologic investigations in the Yellowstone
National Park, most of which were carried on by Mr Arnold Hague,
head of the Yellowstone National Park division of geology.
Found in the U. 3. -Geological survey. Annual report.
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GEYSERS AND HOT SPRINGS.
Barbour, E. H.
(The) rapid decline of geyser activity in Yellowstone Park,
(see Scientific American, 27 Jan. 1900, 96:60.)
The author warns readers that the geyser activity is
declining, and urges them therefore to visit the park at
once, in order that they may see the wonders which are so
rapidly disappearing.
¥-
Bradley, F. H.
Geysers and springs of the Fire Hole and Shochone geyser
basins. (see U. S. -Geological and geographical survey of the
territories. Annuel report, 1872. 6:232-71. 2 maps.)
A descriptive article, written from the standpoint of
a scientist.
Francis, F.
(The) Yellowstone geysrs. (see Nineteenth century,
Mar. 1882, 11:369-77.)
A popular account of the wonders of the Yellowstone, as
t
seen by a member of a camping party.
Gooch, Frank A. & Whitfield, James E.
Analysis of waters of the Yellowstone National Park, with
an account of the methods of analysis employed. (see U.3.-
Geological survey. Bulletin, 26 April, 1387. No. 47,
84p.)
An account of the examination of 43 different kinds of
water, comprising typical representatives of the geysers,

hot springs, mud springs, cold springs and surface waters
found within the limits of the park.
Hagne, Arnold.
Notes on the deposition of scorodite from arsenical waters
in the Yellowstone National Park. (see American journal of
science, Sept. 1887, 34:171-75.)
A purely scientific article giving the chemical analyst
of the waters where scorodite is found deposited.
Soaping geysers. (see Smithsonian institution.
Annual report, 1892. 47:153-61.)
The article discusses the means employed by visitors
in the Yellowstone Park, to hasten the eruptions from the
hot springs and reservoirs of hot water. The analysis of
the' waters is given, and an attempt made to explain the
reasons for action by artificial means.
Hayden, F. V.
(The) hot springs and geysers of the Yellowstone and Fire
Hole rivers; with 3 maps. (see American journal of science,
Feb. 1872, 103:105-15; Mar. 1872, 103:162-76.)
The article includes a brief summary of the principal
geological featues of the Yellowstone Basin, and a
description of the hot springs and geysers of this wonder-
land.
Kuntze, Otto.
(The) geyser region of the National Park. ( se"e
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Scientific American supplement. ii Sept. 1880, 10:3908-09.)
A quotation from an article on "The geyser region of
the National Park", in which the maps and illustrations of
Prof. F. V. Hayden and also the descriptions of Gustave Doare
are criticised and declared to be parti" incorrect. A
comparative table of the active geysers of the park
accompanies the text.
Peale, A. C.
Minerals, rocks, thermal springs, etc., of Yellowstone
National Park. (see U. S. -Geological and geographical survey
of the territories. Annual report, 1871. 5:165-204.)
The report includes a description of the minerals,
rocks, and springs encountered by the expedition of
F. V. Hayden in 1871; a qualatative analysis of the waters <f
the principal geysers and hot springs; and a catalogue of
the hot springs, giving position, elevation, character,
temperature, etc., for each.
*
Springs of the Yellowstone National Park. (see U.S.-
Geological and geographical survey of the territories. Annual
report, 1872. 6:125-58.)
A scientific article giving a full account of the
springs found so frequently in the park, and including a
catalogue of thermal springs.
*
Thermal springs of the Yellowstone National Park,
(see U. 3.
-Geological and geographical survey of the territories.
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Annual report, 1878. 12:63-426.)
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springs of the U.S. and other parts of the world, with cat-
alogues of the same. 3. Points of more general nature in
relation to hot springs and geysers.
Weed
,
Walter H.
(A) deadly gas spring in the Yellowstone Park. (see
Science, 15 Feb. 1889, 13:130-32.)
The "Death Gulch" of the Yellowstone Park, where
gaseous exhalations have proved fatal to numerous bears, elk,.'
and many smaller animals is described, and a scientific
explanation offered for its existence.
mA_
f-
Formation of travertine and siliceous sinter by the vege-
tat i on of hot springs. (see U. S . -Geological survey. Annual
report, 1887-88. 9:613-76.)
This article explains in a scientific way, the
origin of the snowy white borders of mineral matter, which
are found surrounding the steaming fountains and boiling
pools in Yellowstone Park.
ixiu mineral waters of the Yellowstone National Park.
( see Science, 16 Jan. 1891, 17:36-37.)

The chemical analysis of the different mineral waters
found in the park is given in this article.
Willey, Day Allen.
(The) geysers of Yellowstone Park. (see Scientific
American supplement, 3 Jan. 1903, 55:22575-76.)
A popular article which mentions the most noted of the
Yellowstone Park geysers and comments upon them, giving
details in connection with each, such as volume' and height
of water thrown out, frequency of action, nature of craters,
and formations around the openings.
Yellowstone National Park. (see Scientific American
supplement, 15 Sept. 1888, 26:10583-86.)
A very complete article, describing principally the
Mammoth Springs hotel, and the wonderful geysers, springs,
terraces, etc., which surround it.
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GOVEENMENT
.
1872.
U.S. -Public lands, House committee on.
Report favoring the withdrawal from settlement,
occupancy, or sale, a tract of land fifty-five by sixty-five
miles, about the sources of the Yellowstone and Missouri
rivers, to be set aside as a great national park. Feb. 27,
1872. 2p. (Cong. 42. Bess. 2. H.rp.v.l. no. 26.
U. S.1528.
)
Yellowstone National "Park. (see Nature, 21 Mar.
1872, 5:403.)
This is mainly a reprint of reports to Congress in
relation to the setting aside of a tract of land as a nat-
icnai park.
1874.
U.S. -Interior, DepH of.
Letter from the Secretary, transmitting a draught of a
bill amendatory of and supplementary to the act entitled "An act
to set apart a certain tract of land, lying near the headwaters
of the Yellowstone river, as a public park. Feb. 21, 1874.
8p. (Cong. 43. sess.l. H. ex. doc. v. 12. no. 147. U.S. 1610)
The proposed bill changes the limit for any lease for
building purposes from 10 to 20 yrs, provides for the
punishment of persons who may violate the rules and regula-
tions of the park, and asks for an appropriation of $100,000
in order to carry out the provisions of the act of March 1,
1872.
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Corastock, Theodore B.
(The) Yellowstone National Park; its improvement.
(see American Naturalist,. Mar. 1874, 8:155-66.)
The provisions of the act of Mar. 1872, which
relate especially to the control and improvement of the
dedicated tract of land are stated. Then follow sugges-
tions for the improvement and care of the park, in order
that it may always be kept sacred to the cause of the
scientific research.
U. S. -Interior, Dep't of.
Letter from the Secretary relative to an estimate of
appropriations for the purpose of enabling his Dep't to carry
out the provisions of the act of Mar. 1, 1872, relative to the
Yellowstone Park, in Montana. Decv 16, 1874 2p.
(Cong. 43S2SS.2. II.mis.doc. v. 11. no. 20. U.S. 1644.)
The estimate is $100,000 which is intended to last
for a number of years.
1878.
U.S. -Interior, Dep't . of.
Letter from the Secretary in regard to the better protection
of the National Park from injury. Apr. 11, 1878. 8p.
(Cong. 45. S3ss2. H. ex. doc. v. 17. no75. U.S. 1809.)
CONTENTS.
1. Copy of a letter from P. W. ITorris, Superintendent
of the park, setting forth that various acts of devastation
have been committed within the park, and asking that
Congress be requested to make an appropriation to enable

him to carry out the intent cf the act of Mar. 1, 1072,
setting aside said park.
2. Letter from F. V. Hayden, in which he gives an
account of the progress of the survey under his charge,
in the direction of the park.
3. Copy of resolutions passed by the "American Association
for the advancement of science.", at its meeting in
Louisville, Ky., in 1877, recommending that provisions
be made by Congress for the preservation and protection
from spoliation of the natural curiosities of the park.
4. Synopsis of the history of the legislation which
has affected or has been designed to affect the interests
of the park.
1882.
U.S. -Interior, Dep't of.
Letter from the Secretary, transmitting copies of
agreements with certain parites for privileges in
Yellowstone Park. Dec. 11, 1G02. 7p. (Cong.47
33SS.2 S. ex. doc. v.l. no. 10. U.S. 2073.)
1883.
U. S . -Territories , Senate Committee on.
Report transmitting copies of agreements wit:; certain
parties for privileges in Yellowstone park. Jan. 5, 1883.
lop. (Cong.47. S3SS.2. 3. rp. v.l. no.911. U.S.
2087.
)
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1363.
U. S. -Interior, Dep't of.
Letter from the Secretary, transmitting copies of all
letters and communications relating to the leasing of the
Yellowstone National Park. Jan. 19,1888. 8p.
(Cong. 47. Sess.2. S. ex. doc. v. 3. no. 48. U.S. 2076.)
1884.
U. S. -Interior, Dep'tof.
Letter from the Secretary transmitting copies of all
papers and correspondence relating to the Yellowstone National
Park since last session of Congress. Jan. 10
1
1884. 12p.
(Cong. 48. Sessl. S. ex. doc. v.l. no 47. U.S. 2162.)
U. 3. -Interior
,
Dep't of.
Letter from the Secretary, transmitting a cop- of all
leases made by him for the use and occupation of the
Yellowstone Park. Apr. 19, 1884. 18p. (Cong. 48.
Sess.l. H. ex. doc. v. 27. no 139. U.S. 2207.)
U. S. -Interior
,
Dep't of.
Letter from the Secretary transmitting certain correspondence
relative to the managment of the Yellowstone National Park
by its superintendent. July5, 1884. 20p. (Cong. 48.
tess.l. S. ex. doc. v. 7. no. 207. U.S. 2168.)
U. S. -Treasury
,
Dep't of.
Letter from the Secretary, transmitting an estimate from
the Interior Dep't for an appropriation for the protection and
improvement of the Yellowstone National Park for the fiscal
year ending .Time %n
f
lftflfl. Ppfi.1, Q
,
18R4
. lp.

• 40-
(Cong. 43. Sess2. H. ex. doc. v. 21. no. 50. U.S. 2296.1
The estimate amounting to $40,000.
1835.
U. S . -Territories, House committee on.
Report favoring, with certain aminendments , S. 221,
entitled, "An act to aminend sections 2474 and 2475 of the
Revised Statutes of the United States, setting apart a certain
tract of land lying near the headwaters of the Yellowstone
river as a public park. Jan. 21, 1S35. 2p. (Cong. 48.
Sess.2. H.rp. v.l. no2383. U.S. 2328.)
Cope, E. D.
(The) present condition of the Yellowstone National
Park. (see American Naturalist
,
Nov. 1885, 19:1037-40-)
A statement of the condition of the pa rk in 1885,
and a brief account of its history since Congress has
attempted to legislate for its protection.
1886.
U.S.- Interior, Dep't of.
Letter from the Secretary transmitting report of
W. R. Phillips on the Yellowstone Park Feb. 1,1886. 29p.
(Cong. 49. Sess.l. S. ex. doc. v.l. no. 51. U.S. 2333.)
W. H. Phillips was appointeu special agent of the
Interior department, to examine the condition of Yellow-
stone National Park, with reference to its protection,
reservation, and improvement.
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U. S. -Expenditure for Indians and Yellowstone Park, House
committee on.
Report of special committee appointed to inquire into the
expenditure of public moneys in the Indian service and the
Yellowstone Park. Mar. 16, 1886. 283p. 1 map.
(Cong. 49. Sess.l. H.rp. v, 4, no. 1076. U.S. 2438.)
188S.
(The) Yellowstone National Park. (see Science, 1 June,
1888, 11:255-56. lmap.)
The author dwells upon the fact that the park should
be most carefully protected and guarded, in order to
preserve the works of nature as they are found there. He
also includes an interesting statement regarding the game
living within the limits of the park from the annual report
of the .superintendent in 1837.
U. 3. -Public lands, House committee on.
Report favoring (with certain amendments) S.203, to amend
sections 2474 and 2475 of the Revised Statutes of the United
States, setting apart a certain tract of land lying near the
headwaters of the Yellowstone river as a public park. Jul?/, 26
1838. 4p. (Cong. 50 Seas.'l. H.rp. v. 8. no. 3071. U.S.
2605. )
Same. S.rp. no. 315. U.S. 2519.)
1890.
U. S . -Territories , Senate committee on.
Report favoring S.491 to amend sections 2474 and 2475 of
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the Revised Statutes of the United States setting apart a
certain tract of land lying near the headwaters of the
Yellowstone river as a public park. Jan. 20, 1890. 4p.
(Cong. 51. sess.l. S.rp. v.l. no. 128. U.S. 2703.)
The bill proposes to add 2,000 sq. miles to the park
and the economic reasons why this should be done are explain
Same. H.rp. v. 5. no. 1454. U.S. 2811.
U.S. -Treasury, Dep't of.
Letter from the Secretary, transmitting an estimate from
the Secretary of War for buildings for the shelter of troops
detailed for the protection of Yellowstone National Park.
Feb. 14, 1890. 3p. (Cong. 51. sess.l. K. ex. doc. v. 31. no. 183
U. 3.2746.
)
U.S. -Treasury, Dej *t of.
Letter from the Secretary transmitting a copy of an
estimate from the acting superintendent of the Yellowstone Park,
of the amount necessary to carry into effect the requirements of
the bill now before Congress affecting said park. Apr. 14, 189Q
2p. (Cong. 51. sess.l. H. ex. doc. v. 35. no. 331. U.S. 2750.)
$27,221 is asked for.
1392.
U. S. -Interior
,
Dep't of.
Letter from the Secreatry relative to certain settlers with-
in the Yellowstone National Park. Feb. 29, 1C02. 13p.
(Cong. 52. sess.l. S. ex. doc. v. 5. no. 47. U.S. 2900.)
U. S. -Territories, Senate committee on.
Report favoring S. 1843, t.r> pT»mHH« fr»i- th° pun1 flhmrn* of
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offens as committed in the Yellowstone National Park. Mar. 7,
1892. 2p. (Cong. 52. Sess.l. S.rp. v. 2. no. 322.
U.S. 2912.
)
U. 3. -Public lands, House committee on.
Report favoring a substitute for II. R. 4545, to grant the
right of way through the Yellowstone National Park to the
Montana Railway 3o. Mar. 25, 1892. 4p. (Cong. 52. Sess-1
H.rp. v.3. no. 854. U.S. 3044.)
The substitute reported by the majority is to grant
to the Montana Railway Co. a right of way from Cinnabar to
Cooke City along the Yellowstone river, as a gratuity, to
the exclusion of all others.
U.S. -Public lands, Hcv.se committee on.
View of tiie minority of the committee not favoring the
granting of the right of way through the Yellowstone National
Park to the Montana Railway Co. April 5, 1892. 2p.
(Cong. 52. Sesal. H.rp. v.3. no. 854. pt.2. U.S. 3044.)
The objections are that a monopoly will have been
created, and the true policy of "equal rights to all, special
privileges to none" will have been forgotten.
U.S. -Public lands, House committee on.
Report recommending S.2373, to establish the boundaries of
Yellowstone National Park, and for other purposes. June 3,
1892. 2p. (Cong. 52. Sess.l. H.rp. v. 5. no. 1574.
U.S. 3043.
)
The bill proposes to restore to Idaho, and Montana
respectively, the narrow strips of land, which were in
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March. 1872, defined in the boundaries of the Yellowstone
National Park, in order to avoid conflicts in jurisdiction.
U.S. -Public lands, House committee on.
Majority and minority reports of provisions for regulation
of leases in the Yellowstone National Park. July 20 & Aug. 4,
1892. 295+3p. 1 map. (Cong. 52. sess.l. H.rp. v. 10.
no. 1956, pts. 1-2. U.S. 3051.)
1893.
U. S . -Engineer department.
Annual report of the chief of engineers on roads and bridges
in the Yellowstone National Park. 1893 p. 4381-400.
(Cong. 53. sess.2. H. ex. doc. v. 8. app.EEE. U.S. 3204.)
U.S. -Public lands, House committee on.
Supplemental report upon II. R. 9597, to punish crime and
regulate the granting and forfeiture of leases in the Yellowstone
National Park, and for other purposes. Jan. 30, 1893. 2p.
(Cong. 52. sess.2. H.rp. v. 2. no. 2380. U.S. 3141.)
1894.
U.S. -Engineer department.
Annual report of the chief of engineers on roads and bridges
in the Yellowstone National Park. 1394. p,*' 3439-49.
1 map. (Cong. 53, sess.3. II.ex.doc. v. 10. app.EEE.
U.S. 3301. )
U. 3 . -Territories , Senate committee on.
Report favoring S.166, to provide for punishment of
offences committed in the Yellowstone National Park. * Apr. 3,
1894. 2p. (Cong. 53. sess^g. S.rp. v.l. no. 295. 1

U.S. 317 9
.
)
U.S. -Public lands, House committee on.
Report amending and favoring H.R. 6442, to protect game
and birds and to punish crimes in the Yellowstone national Park.
April 4, 1894. 2p. (Cong. 53. cess. 2. H.rp. v. 2. no. 658.
U.S. 3270.
U. S. Territories, Senate committee on.
Report from the Secretary of the Interior in reference to
3.1302, to establish the boundaries of the Yellowstone National
Park. April 18, 1894. Sp. (Cong. 53. sess.2. S.mis.doo
v.5. no. 156. U.S. 3171.)
The bill proposed to cut off portions of the park on
the north, northwest, and southwest, and in this report then
are printed a number of very strong pleas from men who have
been closely associated with the park, urging that the bill
receive the earnest opposition of Congress.
U.S. -Territories, Senate committee on.
Report favoring H.R. 5293, concerning leases in the park.
July 16, 1894. 2p. (Cong. 53. sess.2. S.rp. v. 14 no. 548.
U.S. 3192.
)
The object of this bill is to change the existing
law so as to increase the number of acres to be leased to
any one person or corporation from ten to twenty acres, and
to reduce the distance between the lands leased and the
geysers or any object of curiousity in the park from one-
quarter to one -eighth of a mile.
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Same. S.rp. v. 14. no.548. U.S. 3192.
U.S. -Public lands, House committee on.
Report adverse H.R. 5066, permitting steam railroads in
the Yellowstone Park. Aug. 7,1894. 9p. (Cong. 53. s^ss.3
H.rp. v.4. no. 1386. U.S. 3272.
)
U.S. -Public lands, House committee on.
Report adverse tc H.R. 59, authorizing an electric railroad
* in the Yellowstone National Park. Aug. 7, 1894. 2p.
(Cong. 53. Ses3.2. H.Rp. v.4. no. 1387. U.S. 3272.)
1695.
U. S. -Treasury
,
Dep*t of.
Letter from the Secretary transmitting an estimate of
appropriation for salary of the commissioner of the Yellowsttone
National Park. Jan. 4. 1895. lp. (Cong. 53. Sess.3.
H. ex. doc. v.32. no. 164. U.S. 3323.)
U.S. -War, Dep't of.
Estimate of approriation for a road from Grand Canon to
Yanceys. Jar. 4. 1895. 2p. (Cong. 52. S333.3, H. ex. doc.
v.32. no. 167. U.S. 3323.)
1896.
U. S. -Interior
,
Dep't of.
Letter from acting superintendent, in response to resolution^
as to whether poaching was carried on to any great extent in
the Yellowstone National Park. Mar. 16, 1896. 7p. (Cong.
54. Sess.l. S.doc. v. 7. no. 170. U.S. 3353.)

U. S . -Territories , Senate committee on.
Report favoring S.2540, to provide compensation for improve-
ments upon lands afterwards set apart as the Yellowstone National
Park, and adverse to S.196, 3.1057, S.1142, providing relief
separately for the beneficiaries named. April 26, 1896.
14p. (Cong. 54. Sess.l. S.rp. v. 4. no. 810. U.S. 3365.)
U. S. -Military affairs, House committee on.
Report favoring II. R. 4445 providing for the construction of
a military road from Fort Washakie to Snake river, Wyoming.
May 7, 1896. 2p. (Cong. 54. Sess.l. H.rp. v. 7. no. 1659.
U.S. 3463.
)
U.S-Public lands, House committee on.
Report amending H.R. 6260, identical with Senate bill 2540,
to provide compensation for a bridge and for buildings and other
improvements constructed by certain persons upon public lands
afterv/ards set apart and reserved as Yellowstone National Park.
May 15, 1896. 14p. (Cong. 54. Sesal. H.rp. v. 8. no, 1845.
U.S. 3464.)
Same. S.rp. v. 4. no. 810. U.S. 3365.
1897.
U. S. -Judiciary , Senate committee on.
Report favoring S. 1654. ent itled, "a bill to amend an act
entitled' An act to protect the birds and animals in the
Yellowstone National Park, and to punish crimes in said park,
and for other purpose s. ,M Feb. 2, 1897. lp. (Cong. 54.
3ess.2. S.rp. v. 2. no. 1382. U.S. 3475.)
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The act referred to, gave exclusive jurisdiction over
the Yellowstone National Park, to the U. 3. circuit and
district courts of Wyoming, but since a portion of the
park is situated in Montana, the amendment proposes to
give to the U.S. circuit and district courts for
Wyoming and Montana concurrent jurisdiction over the park.
U.S. -Interior, Dep't of.
Letter from the Secretary in response to Senate resolution,
relative to leasing to David B. May, of Mammoth Hot Springs,
V/yo., for the period of ten years, of a parcel of ground near
the Grand Falls of the Yellowstone River, in the Yellowstone
National Park, on which to construct and operate an elevator.
Feb. 25, 1897. 2p. (Cong. 54. Seas. 2. v. 5. no. 151. U.ti.
3471. ]
T '
: 3 -Territories, cenate committee on.
Report favoring S.1040, to provide compensation for
improvements upon lands afterwards set apart as a park. May 27,
1897. 14p. (Cong. 55. Sess.l. S.rp. v. 2. no. 134.
U.S. 3570.
)
Fink, Henry T.
Yellowstone Park in 1897. (see Nation, 7 Oct. 1397,
65:276-77.
This article sets forth the conditions which existed
in the park in 1897 and makes a plea for the better
accommodations and more consideration on the part of the
hotels and transportation companies. Strong arguments
are given for an electric road through the park.

• 49-
Walcott, Charles D.
Inspection of and report on the Yellowstone National Park
concerning roads, protection, etc. (see U. 3 . -Geological
survey. Annual report, 1397-98. j.j:56-59.)
Suggestions are made for the improvement of the road3
and a plea is made for 100 more soldiers at least, during
the summer, to guard and patrol the park.
1898.
U.S. -War, Dep't of.
Letter from Secretary transmitting a letter from the
Quarter master- general of the army, reccoramending that not
less than $5,000 of appropriation 1399 for the park be made
available upon passage of act. Jan. 26, 1898. 2p.
(Cong. 55. Sess.2. H.doc. v. 51. no. 251. U.S. 3679.
)
U.S. -Public lands, II. committee on.
Report favoring S. 1040, to provide compensation for
improvements upon lands afterwards set apart as a park. Feb.lTJ
1898. 15p. (Cong. 55. Sess.2. H.rp. v. 2. no. 468. U.S.
3718.
)
U.S. -Claims, K. committee on.
Report favoring S.3140, to reimburse Wyoming for money
expended in the Yellowstone National park during 1884-86.
June 15, 1898. 9p. (Cong. 55. Sess.2. H.rp. v. 6. no. 1571.
U.S. 3722.
)
Same. S.rp. v. 3. no. 728. U.S. 3622.

1900.
U. S. -Claims, House committee on.
Report favoring S. 198, to reimburse Wyoming for money
expended in preserving the Yellowstone National Park during
1864-86. Mar. 6, 1900. lOp. (Cong. 56. Sess.l. H.rp. v. 3.
no. 543. U.S. 4023.)
Same. S.rp. v.l. no. 9. U.S. 3886.
^ U.S. -War, Dep't ,of
,
Letter from the Secretary transmitting, in response to
resolution of the Senate, letter from the chief of engineers,
U.S.A.
,
together with copies of originals of all reports
relating to present condition, and appropriate plans for the
development of a system of roads in Yellowstone Park. Mar. 16,
1900. 23p. Imap. (Cong. 56. Sess.l. S.doc. v. 16. no. 226.
U.S. 3858. )
1902.
U. S. -Clairas , Senate committee on.
Report favoring S.308 to reimburse the state of Wyoming
for money expended by the territory of Wyoming in protecting
and preserving the Yellowstone National Park. Feb. 5, 1902.
9p. (Cong. 57. sess.l. S.rp. v. 4. no. 341. U.S. 4259.)
U.S. -Interior, Dep't of.
Letter from the Secretary, transmitting with accompanying
papers, the draft of a bill providing for the extension of the
limits of the Yellowstone National Park. Mar. 19, 1902.
27p. 1 map. (Cong. 57. Sess.l. H.doc. v. 94. no. 500.
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The bill proposes to add the region south of and
adjoining the park.
U.S. -Claims, House committee on.
Report favoring H.R. 4399, to reimburse Wyoming for money-
expended in preserving the Yellorstone National Park during
1884-86. Mar. 24, 1902. lCJs . (Cong. 57. Sess.l. H.rp.
v.5. no. 1173. U.S. 4403.)
1903.
Lewis, Henry Harrison.
Managing a national park. (see Outlook, 29 Aug.
1903, 74:1036-40.)
This article states very clearly the rules established
by the government for the maintenance and care of the
Yellowstone National Park. Every precaution has been
taken to keep the park a garden spot for tourists, and a
safe haven for the wild animals of the country.

LAWS
U. S. -Congress.
An act to set apart a certain tract of land lyi.ig near the
headwaters of the Yellowstone River as a public park. Approved
Mar. 1,1872. see Statutes at large, Cong. 42. Sess.2.
1871-73. 17:32-33.
An act to provide for the admission of the State of
Wyoming in the Union, and for other purposes. Approved
July 10, 1890. see Statutes at large, Cong. 51. Sess.l.
1889-91. 26:222.
In this act provision is made that the United States
shall have exclusive control and jurisdiction over the
Yellowstone National Park.
An act to protect the birds and animals in Yellowstone
National Park, and to punish crimes in said park, and for other
purposes. Approved May7, 1894. see Statutes at large,
Cong. 53. Sess.2. 1893-95. 28:73-75..
An act concerning leases in the Yellowstone National Park.
Approved Aug. 3, 1894. see Statutes at large, Cong. 53,
Sess.2. 1893-95. 28:222-23.
An act to provide compensation for a bridge and for build-

ings and other improvements construct by certain persons upon
public lands afterwards set apart and reserved as the Yellowstone
National Park. Approved Mar.l, 1899. see Statutes at large
Cong. 55. Sess.3. 1897-99. 30:9ic.
U.S. -Congress
.
An act for the allowance of certain claims for stores and
supplies reported by the Court of Claims under the provisions
of the act approved Mar. 3, 1883, and commonly known as the
Bowman u.ct, and for other purposes. Approved May 27, 1902.
see Statutes at large. Cong. 57. Sess.l. 1901-03.
32, pt. 1:236.
Wyoming to be paid $77B0.44 for expenses incurred
in protecting the Yellowstone National Park in 1885-86.

Acts making appropriation;.' for the protection and improve-
ment of Yellowstone National Park.
Found in the Statutes at large.
1879. Cong;.45. Sess . 2
.
V . 20
.
p. 229. Appropriation | 10; 000
1880
.
it 45. 17 3. V.20. p. 393. tt 10
j
000
1881. tt 46. It 2. V.21. p. 273. it 15, 000
1882. tt 46. tt 3 V.21. p. 451. it 15, 000
1883. tt 47. tt 1. V.22. p. 329. tt 15,,000
1884. ii 47. tt 2. V.22. p. 626. tt 40
,
000
ioGu tt 48. II 1. V.23. p. 211. tt 40
5
,000
1886. it 48. tt 2. V.23. p. 499. tt 40.,000
1887. Tt 49. II 1. V.24. p. 240. tt 20 000
1888. It 50. It 1. V.25. p. 534. it 25
3
,000
1889. tt 50. If 2. V.25. p. 967. tt 50 j,000
1890. II 51. If 1. V.26. p . 393
.
it 75
3
,000
1891. tt 51. II 2. V . 26 p. 977. n 75,,000
1892. tt 52. tt 1. V.27. p. 376. it 45.,000
1893. It 52. tt 2. V.27. p. 598. tt 30
3
000
1894. It 53. ft 2. V.28. p. 403. ii 30 000
1895. If 53. tt 3. V.28. p. 945. tt 30 j 000
1896. tt 54. tt 1. V.29. p. 442. 35, 000
1897. tt 55. tt i4. . V.30. p. 43. tt 35, 000
1898. tt 55. ft 2. V.30, p. 629. w 40, 000
1899. tt 55. tt 3. V.30. p. 1105. tt 40 j 000
1900. tt 56. tt 1. V.31. p. 624. tt 60 j 000
1901. tt 56. ft 2. V.31. p. 1169. tt 113, 000
1902. II 57. If 1. V.32. pt.l. p. 466. it 250, 000
1903. It 57. tt 2. V.32. " p. 1119. tt 250, 000
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